BLOOM WHERE YOU'RE PLANTED
By Sylvia Metzler
After almost twenty-eight years of growing in North Philly, I’m now
transplanted in the “great Northeast.” I need to keep increasing my awareness
about poverty, racism and injustice here but I’m afraid that I will regress instead.
In my old neighborhood on Palethorp Street, I had many Black and Brown
teachers who helped me to grow cilantro in my garden and anti-racist in my heart
and mind. There I could hop on SEPTA and be downtown in minutes for a protest
against police brutality, a city council meeting to lobby for increased school
funding; an Ethical Society meeting to discuss reparations for slavery and Jim
Crow. In my garden, political signs sprouted along with the carrots and collards.
Then soon after my 83rd birthday, I sadly packed up my belongings and moved
to a retirement community “up the boulevard”. Now I don’t have to worry about
falling down the cellar steps or trying to find a good plumber, but I didn’t
anticipate that putting up a “Black Lives Matter” sign would create an uproar. But
it did. So I was relieved that there was not an outcry to my interview for their
monthly newsletter in which I shared that I would like to be known as “a good
troublemaker for John Lewis.”
I have been here for three months and I’m still struggling with how to keep
growing as well as becoming a trusted caring member of my new “hood”. So I’m
volunteering to work in our greenhouse on a weekly basis and to showcase my
collection of Black History books in February. I’m taking part in yoga classes and
offering to teach a class on Racial Justice. I’m reaching out to welcome new
residents and wearing my political buttons when appropriate.
It is harder to get downtown now by regional rails to join my old friends for
meetings and marches so I’m finding local spots to demonstrate to “Save the Post
Office” and support Biden and Harris. I’m appreciating even more the Ethical
Society teaching to “Seek always to elicit the best in others, thus bringing out the
best in yourself.” Best of all, I’m making new friends that have much to teach me
and will help me to continue to grow and bloom where I’m planted.
And the Black Lives Matter sign is back and hanging on my apartment door.

